WRECKED!

Diving into D-Day
Diving Officer Martin Davies took Southsea SAC
members off to dive eight war wrecks from the
Normandy beaches, including the best of the
bunch, the Empire Broadsword
LOCATION: Port-en-Bessin
DEPTH: 27m
VISIBILITY: 10m+

B

ased in Portsmouth, the home of the
Royal Navy, the members of Southsea
Sub-Aqua Club have the opportunity
to dive many wrecks from both world
wars. In recent years we have been diving
and investigating a number of wrecks
associated with the largest ever maritime
invasion Operation Neptune, the crossing
phase of Operation Overlord, the allied
invasion of Normandy during the Second
World War.
As part of BSAC Southern Region’s
Neptune 70 initiative, we had already begun
to investigate the remains of Mulberry
Harbours at Pagham when, out of the blue,
we were contacted by an English-speaking
French resident diving group who invited us
to join them in an expedition to dive the DDay wrecks off Normandy. With a welcome
£1,000 contribution raised from the BSAC
Expedition Grant Scheme, we crossed the
Channel to team up with our new allies to

explore the wrecks and understand their
place in the events of D-Day.
Our main dive was the Empire
Broadsword, but the diving was so good
that I have included a short account of the
seven other wrecks we dived. It was
certainly a week that will leave a lasting
memory for all those who were lucky
enough to take part.

SS Empire Broadsword
The Empire Broadsword was a 7,000-tonne
Landing Ship Infantry (LSI): now it is an easy
dive, north of Port-en-Bessin, at a maximum

depth of 27 metres. The RIB journey from
our base at Asnelles took 40 minutes on a
flat calm early morning sea as we aimed to
hit a low tide at 8am.
The wreck is marked by a nearby large
yellow cardinal buoy and rising more than
10m above the seabed it can easily be seen
on the echo sounder. Our shot was placed
near the stern area and from just a few
metres below the surface, the port side of
the ship came into view. It was apparent we
were in for a real treat.
The wreck lies on its starboard side in
three major parts: the stern section, midships and bow are spread out over 120m.
Working your way along the port side of
the stern, you can increase your depth
gradually to 25m where the rudder can be
seen stretched out on the seabed. Sadly the
propeller has been salvaged, but looking up
from the seabed at the stern towering up
above you is still a very impressive sight. g
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VAbove: The Empire Broadsword's
impressive 4 inch stern gun is one of the
highlights of the dive

PRight: View looking into the large open
access hatch at the stern to the decks below

PFar Right: Sidescan image of Empire
Broadsword courtesy of UKHO
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around the stern the main
4-inch deck gun immediately comes into
view, pointing upward at 45º.
The visibility was at least 10m on my dive
and this allowed me to look across the deck
at the rest of the fittings and fixtures that
are still in place. While the teak decking has
gone, the heavy machinery and structural
features are all there and are a real treat to
see. Moving forward along the deck the fire
hoses, large spare anchor and three deck
winches are completely intact.
Taking a moment to peer into the open
access hatches to the lower decks, you can
see the vertical ladders that go deep into
the ship. Further forward the rear mast is in
place extending out by a good 10 or more

Essentials
DEPTH RANGE: The Empire Broadsword
lies in around 25m to 30m of water
depending on tide. The stern section rises
almost 14m from the seabed.
FINDING THE WRECK: The Empire
Broadsword is at 49º25.330N 000º53.131W
(WGS 84), 4.5 miles north of the pretty
French fishing port of Port-en-Bessin.
There is a large cardinal buoy just to the
east of the site.
TIDAL INFO: The Bay de Seine has a large
tidal range of up to 7m, so choosing a neap
tide will help diving operations. Use the
tidal diamond around Port-en-Bessin for
flow rates and slack water.
RIB LAUNCHING: Port-en-Bessin is the
nearest port to the Empire Broadsword
and has a good (steep) concrete slipway.
With such a large tidal range the slipway
and harbour can dry out. Port-en-Bessin
has an inner lock system where boats are
held wet if necessary. Boats can be left in
the outer harbour but this dries too. Boats
can be beach-launched at other places
along the coast, though you will probably
need the service of a local tractor. At our
dive centre in Asnelles it was common
practice to launch and recover twice a day
with a tractor. The beaches are very long
with shallow slopes.
ACCOMMODATION: There are numerous
places to stay in the area, one of the most
popular is to hire a gite for the week –
en.gites-de-france.com
EATS AND TREATS: France has no
shortage of places to eat and many small
cafés. From fresh baguettes to à la carte
menus, the cuisine is of course excellent.
We found a small local restaurant in the
village near our 17th century gite that
offered a three-course evening meal for
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metres. Draped with old trawl nets it
makes a lovely photo opportunity. These
nets are not a problem in good viz, but
are something to be aware of in poorer
diving conditions.
The mid-ships area is far more broken
up. This is where the blast from one of
two mines that exploded on contact with
the ship caused the fatal damage to her
hull. The bridge and superstructure have
broken away from the main structure
and now lie on the seabed several metres
away. Here you have the opportunity to
peer into the living and working area of
the ship. You can look into some of the
accommodation rooms and examine
their fittings.

From the mid-ships area you could gain
access to the boilers and engine room,
though it is not recommended as the wreck
is deteriorating and is a recognised war
grave. The large shoals of wreck fish,
pouting, wrasse and pollock that
congregate in this area constantly circle
around the main structure. In among the
wreckage are large edible crabs, lobsters
and the engaging tompot blennies.
Forward of the bridge, heading east, is
the upturned hull and keel. Its position
indicates the sheer force of the two mine
explosions. Although there is an absence of
cargo, there is live 20mm ammunition on
the seabed and the advice is to leave it
alone. Other than the obvious dangers of

wreck penetration and handling of
ammunition, the French authorities place
heavy penalties on the interference with, or
removal of, items of wreckage.
Moving towards the bow you will see the
damage caused by the second mine. The
bow is lying on the starboard side with the
vertical deck facing south. You can see the
Oerlikon 20mm anti-aircraft gun mounting.
The bow has collapsed significantly in recent
years and is becoming slowly less
recognisable. Take your time to shine your
torch into some of the holes in the structure
to find congers and timid Ballan wrasse.
Further ahead you can see the forward
winches. The stem of the bow rests flat on
the seabed.
g

VTop left: The large spare anchor is still in
€10 including wine, exceptional value for
money.
BLOWN OUT: We were blown out midweek but there is no shortage of places to
visit. The Normandy invasion beach area
has some fantastic museums and places of
interest: the American memorial and
cemetery near Omaha beach; the British
cemetery at Bayeux; Pointe du Hoc; all the
beaches – Omaha, Utah, Juno, Gold and
Sword. The Musée Mémorial de la Bataille
de Normandie at Bayeux and Musée du
Débarquement at Arromanches are also
well worth a visit.
CHARTER BOATS: There are a handful of
British charter boats that offer trips to
France, including Our W
(www.dive125.co.uk), Channel Diver
(wordpress.channeldiving.com), Salutay
(www.salutay.co.uk ) and Skin Deep
(www.skindeepdiving.co.uk).
DIVING WITH A FRENCH OPERATOR: We
dived with a local French Federation dive
club, based at Asnelles on the edge of Juno
beach and part of eastern Mulberry B
harbour. The centre (asnelles-plongeeleo-lagrange.com) is run by Lionel who
spoke only a little English but our Frenchspeaking buddies meant that the language
difference was not an issue. The dive
centre had two good RIBs and compressor
facilities. The diving was well regulated.
If diving with a French operator, be
aware that unless you are a CMAS 3*
equivalent (BSAC Advanced Diver) you may
need to be buddied with a CMAS 3* diver
for dives beyond 20m. Self-certification
medical certificates are not accepted and
you will need to have your form signed by
a doctor. Your European Health Insurance
Card needs to be in date.

place on the stern deck

QFar left: A diver peers into the lower
decks from the open access point

QLeft: One of the ship's fire hose reels at
the stern

TBelow left: The ladder running up the
Broadsword's rear mast, now horizontal

Landing ship lost
The 7,177 tonnes Empire Broadsword
was built at the Consolidated Steel
Corporation in Wilmington, California,
and was launched in August 1943 as the
SS Cape Marshall. At 120m long and 18m
across the beam she was powered by
steam turbines with a single propeller.
She was transferred into British war
service and renamed the SS Empire
Broadsword. She was armed with a 4-inch
gun at the stern, one 12-pounder gun and
12 20mm anti-aircraft guns.
Categorised as a Landing Ship Infantry
(Large), Empire Broadsword took part in
the first wave of landings on Sword beach
on 6 June. She successfully landed 1,310
troops with 18 landing craft and
miscellaneous military hardware.

On 2 July, while manoeuvring to an
anchoring area, she struck a single mine
and that explosion is believed to have
triggered the explosion of a second mine
in the area of number four and number
five holds. The blasts caused catastrophic
damage to her hull and keel.
Water flooded into the engine room
from number four hold and her captain
FE Patchett gave the order to abandon
ship. Just as he stepped off the ship, she
turned over on her starboard side and
sank below the surface. Two of her crew
were lost in the incident, but 70 other men
were safely rescued.
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SS Amsterdam II
The Amsterdam was built in 1930 as a
cross-channel passenger ferry with sleeping
accommodation for 450 first class
passengers and 100 second class
passengers. She was converted to a troop
carrier at the outbreak of the war in 1939
and in June 1944 she was converted yet
again, to a hospital ship. On 7 August 1944
she struck two mines and within 11 minutes
sank to the seabed with the loss of 30 crew,
10 medical staff and 55 patients including
15 prisoners of war.
The Amsterdam lies just five miles northeast of Arromanches and is a popular dive
site for most wreck divers coming to the
area. She lies at a general depth of 20m in
what is often poor visibility. She is well
broken up but you can see some of the
medical bottles and equipment.

RAbove: A diver examines the forward
anchor winch and chain

QLeft: The SS Amsterdam II was a luxury
cross channel ferry

TBelow left: The Harpagus wreck is a
great rummage… plenty of wine and
whisky bottles to see

SS Harpagus
The Harpagus was an English freighter sunk
in August 1944 when she struck a mine in
front of the Mulberry B at Arromanches.
The front section sank and the rear section
was beached and later re-floated and towed
to Southampton, where she was rebuilt
with a new bow. The Harpagus is known
locally as the ‘Whisky Wreck’, as she was
carrying a mixed cargo including bottles of
whisky and temporary runway matting. The
wreck lies at a general depth of 20-27m and
is a good rummage dive, teaming with fish
and crustaceans.
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Grande Ponton
The Grand Ponton is the French name for a
Mulberry harbour Phoenix pontoon similar
to the one much dived at Selsey, West
Sussex, however this Mulberry unit is far
more impressive. Believed to be another
casualty of a mine, the Mulberry lies at a
depth of 28-30m and stands 19m from the
seabed, making it a great wall dive. We had
8m viz and found the marine life very
prolific. This Mulberry unit was equipped
with a Bofors 40mm gun and the boxes of
ammunition are scattered around near
where the mine damage. Don’t be put off
by the thought that this is just a block of
concrete – it’s a lovely dive.

RAbove: The A1 Phoenix was a
surprisingly good dive

QLeft: The massive reinforced concrete
was smashed when it hit a mine

TBelow left: The remains of Mulberry B –
the British harbour at Arromanches can be
a challenge in poor visibility

SBelow: One of the towing points for the
Mulberry phoenix units

Mulberry Harbour
It is also possible to dive the British
Mulberry harbour at Arromanches. Being
very close to shore, the visibility here is
generally poor. The secret of this dive is
not to descend to the seabed, but to
dive around the platform at 10m.
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German Minesweeper M39
Not much is known about this particular
ship, except that she was a M35 type
minesweeper – the most numerous type
in the Kriegsmarine and like all in her class
didn’t have a name, just a number. She
was torpedoed and sunk by a British
motor torpedo boat shortly before D-Day
on 24 May 1944. Situated about seven

miles north-east of Arromanches, she lies at
a general depth of 23-27m.
Lying on her port side on the sandy
seabed, the wreck is broken in two parts,
and is folded back on itself. The twin steel
propellers are still in place and make for
some nice photo opportunities.

HMS Lawford

HMS Lawford was built as a US escort
destroyer, but was transferred to the Royal
Navy under the lend/lease arrangements of
the Second World War and became a British
destroyer. During the D-Day operations she
was acting as the Assault Force HQ of the
7th Canadian Infantry Brigade. Early on 8
June she was attacked by German aircraft
and struck by an aerial torpedo, which
broke the ship in two.
The wreck is in three sections
approximately 20m apart. Located 12 miles

RAbove: Divers explore the area around the
propeller shaft/tunnel of the upside down
wreck of HMS Lawford. This wreck was by far
the most abundant for marine life
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RAbove: A diver swims past one of the
M39's four bladed propellers

north-west of Ouistreham, she lies at a
general depth of 25 metres. The stern has
turned turtle and the two long prop shafts
are a notable feature though the bronze
propellers have been salvaged. This dive
was one of the highlights of the diving
week – with 12m-plus viz, this was
described by fellow divers as fish soup.
Twenty-one men lost their lives when this
ship went down and on the dive you will
see plaques attached to the wreck to
remember them.
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Charles W Elliot
This Liberty ship was built like our muchdived (and loved) James Egan Layne near
Plymouth. Yet another casualty of German
mines, the Charles W Elliot sank in two
parts. However the wreck has been heavily
salvaged by mechanical grab and is very
broken as a result.
The Charles W Elliot was powered by two
oil-fired boilers, and originally armed with a
stern mounted 4-inch/102 millimetre deck
gun. We found the rectangular boilers but
could not find the gun on our dive. The
mast is impressive and was surrounded by
some large shoals of fish.

RAbove: The rectangular boiler pipes are typical of a Liberty ship
QLeft: The end view of the rectangular boiler
SBelow: The Charles W Elliott has sadly collapsed but is teeming
with large shoals of fish
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